
NECTRE
SLOW COMBUSTION HEATING

Come home  
 to the cleanest  
Nectres ever.

500/800LE Series



FREE STANDING 500/800LE

A slightly different Nectre 
When some people wanted a different Nectre we agreed to bend a little. In designing 
this free standing convection heater we added a few subtle curves. We also added fans 
to spread the warmth around your home. Large door openings accept large logs while 
providing a beautiful view of your living fire.

But good looks aren’t their only quality. They’re extremely efficient, extracting every 
calorie from the wood and distributing it as warmth through your home. The 500LE 
model heats up to 18 squares  (170 square metres) and the 800LE model over a whopping  
28 squares (260 square metres). This burning efficiency sets a Nectre apart, not only 
heating your home but also playing an important part in protecting your environment.  
We explain how later in this brochure. 

FS500/800LE  
Clearances & minimum  
hearth requirements

Door Aperture FS500:  
500 x 240mm
Door Aperture FS800:  
600 x 290mm
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*Front hearth clearances are taken from the door opening, not from the door itself (i.e. from door opening when the door is open).



The Insert Series 
The stylish 500LE and 800LE Insert Series are designed to 
be installed into a full masonry cavity. With their modern, 
stylish looks they will enhance any decor.

Like the freestanding models they are outstandingly 
efficient, warming the hearts of anyone concerned for the 
environment as well as your home. The Insert 500LE will 
heat an area up to 15 squares (140m2) while the 800LE 
model heats an impressive 25 squares (230m2) making it the 
perfect heater for contemporary open plan living.

Installing Insert (IS) Models

The dimensions in the diagram below for the Nectre IS500LE and 
IS800LE models represent the minimum clearance to combustible 
materials, i.e. mantle-piece, when installed in a non-combustible 
fireplace. For variations to clearances relative to a combustible 
mantle-piece refer to AS/NZS 2918 Clause 3.4.2.

Floor Protector (Hearth)

The dimensions given in the diagram above are the minimum 
required for the floor protector. It may be desirable, e.g. for 
aesthetic reasons, for the floor protector to be larger than these 
minimum dimensions. The floor protector shall be constructed of 
22.5mm minimum thick fibre cement sheet. It may be laid directly 
on the combustible floor.

For more details and variations on floor protectors refer to  
AS/NZS 2918:2001 Clause 2.2, 3.3.1 & 3.3.2
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CLEARANCES

FEATURES AND SPECIFICATIONS

N E C T R E
SLOW COMBUSTION HEATING

Pecan Engineering Pty Ltd
13 Acorn Road, Dry Creek, South Australia 5094 
Phone 08 8349 8332  Fax 08 8260 6643
info@pecan-eng.com.au   www.nectre.com

Convection heater 
3 speed fan, factory fitted 
FS500LE: 18 squares (170m2)
FS800LE: 28 squares (260m2)
Weight: 500 : 140Kg   800 : 160Kg
Sturdy steel door with large ceramic glass
Stay cool spring door handle
Firebrick lined to increase thermal mass
8mm steel removable baffle plate
Stainless steel brick retainer
Firebox: fully welded 5mm & 6mm  
steel with 25mm firebricks
Colour: metallic black
5 year warranty (limited)

Convection heater
2 speed fan, factory fitted
IS500LE: 15 squares (140m2)
IS800LE: 25 squares (230m2)
Weight:  500 : 130Kg   800 : 150Kg
Sturdy steel door with large ceramic glass
Stay cool spring door handle
Firebrick lined to increase thermal mass
8mm steel removable baffle plate
Stainless steel brick retainer
Firebox: fully welded 5mm & 6mm  
steel with 25mm firebricks
Colour: metallic black
5 year warranty (limited)

The compliance factor.
When it comes to air quality, Australia is truly a lucky country 
but we’re doing our best to make it better. Wood fire smoke 
is made up of steam (water vapour) and small amounts of 
particulate matter that contribute to air quality. Particulate 
matter comes from a very diverse range of sources such as 
motor vehicles, lawn mowers, general industry, bushfires and 
mining to name a few. Wood burning stoves are also a source 
and the Australian industry is working hard to reduce the 
amount wood fires emit.

We have invested much time and money in lowering the 
emissions of our wood fires ready for new Australian 
standards being introduced over the next 5 years. We have 
built a laboratory to not only test appliances for emissions, but 
also to have the test reports compliant to NATA (National 
Association of Testing Authorities, Australia) standards. The 
results of these tests are well within the Australian Standards.

In 2015 emissions from slow combustion wood stoves will be 
lowered substantially from the current 4 grams per kilogram 
of fuel burnt to 2.5 grams with an appliance efficiency of 55%.
However the emissions level will drop significantly again in 
2019 to 1.5 grams with 60% appliance efficiency. 

Pecan Engineers have decided to meet the new standard of 
1.5 grams particulate emission per kilogram of wood burnt 
and 60% appliance efficiency by 2019. A great advance for air 
quality! We have many units in our range differing in size and 
application and therefore emissions and efficiency. However, 
all of them will be compliant to the future 2019 standard!

Pecan is proud to have produced this range of clean burning 
wood heaters, but to help us contribute to clear skies and a 
reduction in greenhouse gases, we urge you to burn only hard 
and dry wood, preferably from a sustainable source. This will 
not only result in a warmer, more enjoyable Nectre fire, but a 
neutral carbon footprint, which is great for our environment.

 
     HEARTH HEARTH FROM  
  REAR SIDE CORNER FORWARD FROM SIDE OF DOOR HEARTH
MODEL FLUE KIT CLEARANCE CLEARANCE CLEARANCE DOOR OPENING OPENING THICKNESS

FS500LE  125mm 350mm 100mm 300mm 200mm 15mm thick 
       cement sheet 
 

FS800LE  175mm 425mm 150mm 400mm 200mm 15mm thick 
       cement sheet  
 

IS500LE/IS800LE For hearth dimensions and clearances refer to diagrams on page 3.

AS/NZS 2918:2001 Standard flue kit.  
Fitted decromesh flue casing with 50% 
circumference perforated, painted black 
extending from the top of the appliance 
through into the drop box penetrating the 
ceiling.  25mm high half round, stainless steel 
flue spigot heat shield* 490mm long stainless 
steel reflector fitted inside the base of the 
decromesh flue casing*

Free Standing  
500LE/800LE

Insert 
500LE/800LE

 WOOD AREA HEATED  BURNING PARTICULATE 
 HEATER (SQUARES) EFFICIENCY  EMISSIONS

 FS500LE 18 60% 0.71 grams

 FS800LE 28 65% 0.88 grams

 IS500LE 15 59% 0.91 grams

 IS800LE 25 63% 1.22 grams

*supplied with appliance.


